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ReSeARCH STRuCTuRAl AlIgNMeNT oF THe 
lIVINg MeCHANISM

Need is growing for treatment of addiction, psychosis as well 
as dire mental health illness and disorders not responding to 
chemical force.

•	 Toxic impact of violence in communities

•	 Source and natural medical application

WHAT IS THe SouRCe?

10.5 million Imprisoned globally

*war and genocide

*drug related crime

*knife crime

*violence against maternal bond/women

*family constellation injuries and injustice

*feuds

*war crimes atrocities

*suicide

*Broken maternal bonds

*homicide

*violence against police soldiers prison staff healthcare 
workers

Amundsen the artic explorer and adventurer packed but two 
shovels. We can make a start.

‘One suicide within prison is too many’

SouNd TReATMeNT PeRMeATINg TIMe

There are 10.5 million incarcerated globally for the protection 
of populations. Violence is faster than the speed of thought. 

How do we reach the source of injury that has occurred in 
long forgotten time, if the injury is held at atomic cell level, as 
with a homicide? How can we reach through time to influence 
the structure holding a fault that governs the function of the 
mechanism? If we can reach the pain held in the past it must 
be possible to change the future.

VIoleNCe IS FASTeR THAN THe SPeed oF 
THougHT

We were given a court order for one youth lashing out in the 
community, it took the combined strength of 40 guards to 
manage his violence. Source? Father’s homicide. How can we 
reach the source injury? We would require a transformative 
material to reach and influence time at an atomic level. Can 
we reach the fabric of time? His father was murdered when 
he was twelve years old. What has time to do with the law of 
similars? Can the here and now reach the pain of the past here 
and now and influence the future? If we reach the suffering 
of the past we interrupt the fault in manifestation in to the 
future and by what method do we access the life force?

WoRkINg WITH NATuRAl MedICAl lAW - 
THe lIquId FIRe oF THe ReSToRATIVe FluId 
oF THe MuSClo SkeleTAl SySTeM

Access the cause and the effect will resolve. To reach the 
source you have to have the ability to reach back in time. The 
injury is held as an imprint at atomic cellular intelligence level 
echo. The finite speed of light introduces the potential. How 
do we reach through time to achieve law of similiars reaction 
held in a matrix tidal flow of cerebral spinal fluid flow?

SouNd TReATMeNT oF VIoleNCe

With the aid of the heart the brain burnt the body. I want to 
touch in on the obstruction of tidal fluid flow rhythm and 
symmetry:

Violence is a toxic intrusion on the musclo skeletal structure, 
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THe MoTIoN oF THe TIdAl FluId FloW ANd 
ARTICulATIoN oF THe CRANIAl PlATeS

Structural alignment, this integrated detox approach 
focuses attention on the motion of the circulation of the 
fluid impacting pain reduction. The research assessment 
included medical naturopathy screening, family constellation 
assessment, clinical analysis, structural analysis, previous 
accident injuries and past violence impact.

We have been working with women and mothers in 
marginalised communities. Our target groups has included 
young offenders in broken criminal cultures. We are reach 
violent subjugated youths in gangs. We are reaching violent 
men in prisons who want to address their issues. War, 
atrocities, violence, and corruption is a non- ignorable fact 
coming home to roost. Violence is core to maternal bond 
severance.

WoRkINg WITH THe lAW oF NATuRAl 
MedICINe

•	 Harsh detox to dissolve inflammation

•	 Impact of toxic irritant violence includes pain, 
discomfort, fatigue, headache, irritability and anxiety.

•	 Detox action includes injustice corruption dishonesty 
greed resources grab

A word on hard detox nutrition, sugar free, gluten free:

Cease alcohol, eat probiotics food, non-starchy vegetables. 
Alcohol and food can provide the conditions for chemical 
change from sugar to fermentation which impairs immunity 
and maintains inflammation.

an irritant entering the body by impact. A change appears in 
the heart from the effect in the brain, a change occurs in the 
family constellation following the impact of violence. The 
impact includes a dissonance echo like a continuous scream 
which escalates through time. Toxic intrusion impact causes 
obstruction of rhythm. We now have a sound fault you cannot 
hear which manifests imbalance in symmetry. We now have 
an invasive heat inflammation lesion pattern.

uk goVeRNMeNT ReSeARCH uNdeRTAkeN 
by kINgS College HoSPITAl

UK government research findings are this naturopathic 
treatment approach has improved structural stability in 
a high risk violent work environment ‘prison’, achieved 
recovery confidence in patients with histories of family 
constellation injuries, mental health diagnosis, imprisonment 
and institutionalization. The research and evaluation report 
was commissioned by the UK state prison service directorate.

So WHAT dId We do?

Adults and children are caught up in lashing out behavior with 
toxic solutions. We have reached marginalised cultures with 
mothers impacted by violence in the home, the workplace, 
in communities with high rates of trauma tragedy suicide 
and homicide. Impact of war has reached all cultures and 
communities.

There is a lack of understanding in the medical law of 
similars. I want to introduce to you a non-invasive approach 
in permeating engineering mechanism adjustment. Through 
what path can we reach the imprint of harm held in the 
musclo skeletal?
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